Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook- 01 Feb 21
'Reddit crowd' has impacted mainstream markets. With short bets outstanding against about
5,000 U.S. companies, the apprehensions continue . Policymakers may restrict activity which in
turn weigh .
The story of the day is about Silver as it began February with upside gap . Short squeeze stories
through week end- Silver's market cap is more than $1.2 trillion - large enough to withstand . Real
money has had net-long position since mid-2019- hedge funds too hold longs.
U.S. cons spending fell for second straight month in Dec. Saving rate to 13.7% from 12.9% in
Nov.Expectations that inflation would perk up - solid increase in labour costs in Q4.Treasury curve
steepened . Month-end flows dominated FX. 90.78 key
Risk of losses still looms after EUR/USD's ECB-fuelled bounce. However EUR in a holding pattern
last week, which looks set to extend.1.2035/63, lower BB 38.2% Nov-Jan rise are pivotal
supports.Close below 1.2050 would be a bearish signal, above 1.2170 - 21 dma negates the base
case .
China's Jan mfg PMI missed forecasts at 51.3 while services PMI slipped to 52.4 from 55.1.
Caixin Mfg PMI for Jan at 51.5 vs exp 52.6; prev 53.0.Funding shortage issues persist, weighing
USDCNY.Central bank makes net injection of CNY 98bln. USDCNY close above 21 dma 6.4705
nullifies bearish bias.
Korea's Mfg PMI hits 10-yr high at 53.2.
Jan exports +11.4% y/y, beats expectations
UK confident of COVID vaccinations after securing EU guarantees.UK to apply for trans-Pacific
trade bloc membership.Close below rising 1.3644 21 dma to undermine primary uptrend. UBB
capped trend on close, now 1.3769 resistance.
USD/JPY offers still from @105.00 but 105.68 high 11/11.US yields supportive Close above Dec
high and 23.6% Fibo at 104.75 would open 106.08 and 50% Fibo at 107.15, near Sept's 107.05
recovery high.
Upbeat Economic Survey. Fiscal deficit and expected RBI dividend to govt will be crucial to
watch.No impact in USDINR expected 72.90 73.10

